Unguentine
for sunburn and all burns

A Glorious Tan without Burning

Gay crowds playing in the dazzling sunlight and bright water! Brown, happy people basking on the hot sand! Be one of them! But beware sunburn! Before you know it your skin is red and inflamed... burning terribly. Vacation fun is ended. Avoid all this. Don’t rely on ineffective lotions—or other cosmetics with no healing power. But, at the first sign of redness, apply Unguentine—a scientific dressing used by 8 out of 10 hospitals for all burns. Its soothing, antiseptic oils penetrate the burn es tissues, stop the pain, promote rapid healing.

Use Unguentine before exposure, too—you'll tan evenly, smoothly. Get a tube today and have it ready. Take it to the beach and on your vacation. Always keep a tube in your automobile. At your druggist’s, 50c. The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N.Y.